full aluminium
modern design
high quality

Full aluminium case ALUpur
The full aluminium case ALUpur combines the highest quality construction with modern
design. The case body is made of hardened aluminium and has a decorative look. The
case corners are made of pressed aluminium.
The case surfaces are anodised in natural colour. The ergonomic handle, high-quality
zinc diecasted locks and robust metal hinges complete the overall well shaped picture.
Various models of different sizes are in stock and ready for delivery. You can decide on
the different interiors from the corresponding list.
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Special Cases ALUpur
The full aluminium case ALUpur captivates with its elegant shape and minimal weight. You
can specify the design and interior. You can choose from aluminium or stainless steel with
various decorative designs. You can also opt out of silkscreen or embossed design on the
outside surfaces to personalise your case. The ALUpur is a utility model registered and
patented.

•
•
•
•
•

available in various sizes
outer surfaces can be finished according to your specifications
interior customized to your taste
high quality locks and hinges
optimal carrying comfort through ergonomically formed handle and/or trolley systems

Standard Cases

98200, 98300, 98400, 98800

Interiors
SE

Art.

98700

SE - Foam insert +
Convoluted Foam
Pick & Plug foam insert in bottom + convoluted foam in lid.
Material: Polyurethane foam.

Profiles

No.

98100

Doku - Two piece document
wallet
Suitable for business cards,
DIN A4 documents, pens,
calculator and mobile phone.
Large “Flexifix” plate to secure
various tools.

Doku

Interior Measurements
mm

98350

Weight of empty case
inch

Interiors

kg

lbs

2.5

5.5

SE, Doku

5.5 + 2.4

2.7

6.0

SE, Doku

90 + 60 18.3 x 13.4 x

3.5 + 2.4

2.6

5.7

SE, Doku

90 + 60 18.3 x 13.4 x

3.5 + 2.4

3.3

7.3

110 + 80 18.7 x 14.4 x

4.3 + 3.1

3.2

7.1

SE, Doku

98700 SKRV

475 x 375 x 125 + 65 18.7 x 14.8 x

4.9 + 2.6

3.7

8.2

SE, Doku

98800 SKR

515 x 400 x 150 + 90 20.3 x 15.7 x

5.9 + 3.5

3.5

7.7

SE, Doku

98100 SKR

370 x 210 x 260 + 65 14.6 x

98200 SKV

380 x 310 x 140 + 60 15.0 x 12.2 x

98300 SKRV

465 x 340 x

98350 SKRV

465 x 340 x

98400 SKS

475 x 365 x

8.3 x 10.2 + 2.6
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